Mihir Trivedi

only
Trailing the apes of India

Hi, I am Mihir Trivedi. I grew up in Indore,
Madhya Pradesh.
As a kid, I always had a million questions. But
I was also very shy. Despite having very
supportive teachers in my school, I could not
ask questions in front of the class.

Instead, I found peace in a secluded
nook of the library. Finding answers to
my questions helped me escape from
reality.

How big
is DNA?

Reading about science, watching it
on TV and studying life around me
were my ways of solving some of the
enigma of nature. This feeling of
wonderment brought me closer to
science.
Some of this must be because of my
family too. My mother and
grandmother are both teachers. My
grandfather had studied inorganic
chemistry and used to work in the
dyeing industry. They are all
interested in knowing recent
advances in sciences.
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I thought of these
questions during my
high school days

Gradually, I grew interested in genetics.

But at home they
thought...

I also think so.

You can do a PhD
after finishing your
M.B.B.S., that will be
a safer path.

Partially heeding to them, I gave both pre-medical and
pre-engineering entrance exams, but unprepared. I was selected to
study dentistry as well as engineering. But I left those to pursue B.Sc.
and study sciences.

I did my BSc from a local college, and then specialized in genetics during my post-graduation.
I then joined CSIR-Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology. While I wanted to study
genetics, I was not sure of the exact question I wanted to address during my PhD. I did
short-term stints in many labs focusing on a variety of topics such as stem cells, structural
biology, neuroscience and diabetes. At last I landed in Dr. G. Umapathy’s group at the
Laboratory for the conservation of endangered species (LACONES). Here I found something
new and challenging while I studied evolutionary genetics.

Currently I am working on hoolock gibbons. I
try to understand their evolution and genetic
diversity.

hoolocks are the only apes found in India. They are found in the North-east of India,
beyond which they are largely unknown in the country. They are magnificent but
endangered. My research aims to assist in various conservation efforts that are
underway in the region. Once we understand the diversity of this animal, we will know
about their resilience to climate change. This will also help in their captive breeding in
various zoological parks.
The first step in
my research
work is to
collect poop
samples of
hoolocks. But
it’s not as
simple as it
sounds. Since
hoolocks are
found only in
the north-east,
I need to travel
thousands of
KILOMETERS into
the forests to
find them.
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THIS IS NO PICNIC!

Once I spot one in the higH canopies
of trees, I follow the hoolocks and
collect their Feces samples as soon
as it is dropped. this happens if it’s a
good day.

On other days, I learn other things.

Once during my field trip I struggled in A forest for about ten hours. I didn’t
even know the local language.

I think I am
lost!

I see
someone. He
might help me

You can go out
from there.

A Gentleman from village helped
me. It was my lucky day

But there are other places such as in Mizoram, where knowing the local
language can be useful. with the help of locals, one can also find a
translator.
People here can have difficult lives. I have encountered insurgency camps
during my trips. Though many worry about me during these trips, I have
found these places very enriching and humbling.

Then I come back to
lab in LACONES. After
collecting feces
samples, we extract
dna out of it and then
sequence it. We
check for
differences in DNA
sequences of
Hoolocks to find
their relation with
each other.

At LACONES, my days look different from the field. I start my day early with light exercise and
breakfast.

I continue to work till six in the evening. Some evenings I relax by reading books or
meeting friends. Sometimes I meditate. Some days I need to go to the lab even at night, if
the experiment demands.

Amid the demands of field work and rigor of experiments to find
something new, fighting Impostor Syndrome can make life difficult.

there must be something wrong with
my data.

Do I even deserve to be here?

it begins with self-doubt,
doubting your own hard work.

you start doubting your own
achievements,the rigorous process
you followed to reach here.

I will never succeed. I do not know
anything.

I am A fraud. everything i am doing is
incorrect.

But I fight this!

You start drowning in the lies
planted by your self-doubt.

then the doubt starts becoming bigger
than who you are.

I remind myself that I have reached
this far, not just a swing of fate. the
higher we rise, the thinner the air
gets. it doesn’t mean we stop rising,
we just battle it out. slowly but
steadily at our pace.

PhD also lets me explore
myself as a person. I have
started writing poetry, and
I pen them on my blog. This
has also led me into books
and cinema more
passionately.
WHAT can we do
to save them?

I also talk about my research
work in various nature societies.
These discussions help me in
creating connections with an
eclectic mix of people who are
interested in science and nature.
Many of my audiences hear about
hoolockS for the first time
through my talks. but in the end
when they ask “what can we do to
save them?”, “How do we say they
are related to humans? will they
become humans?” Their questions
make me ponder about my work and
its impact, and my responsibility as
a researcher towards people
around me.
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